For Immediate Release
A2iA Signs New Partnership Agreement with GDExpert to Deliver Content
Management Solutions to the North and Francophone African Territories
Paris, FR / New York, NY, October 24, 2016 – A2iA (@A2iA), a world leading developer of handwritten and
machine printed text recognition, information extraction and intelligent document classification toolkits for
mobile and desktop-based solutions, today announced a new partnership with GDExpert, a company specialized
in the capture, transfer, management and security of data for organizations within the territories of North and
Francophone Africa. Integrated directly into GDExpert’s product suite, A2iA and GDExpert are driven by a
common goal: to facilitate access to all types of data from organizations including complex documents such as
those with handwriting and Arabic characters.
A2iA’s software toolkits, available for integration into document management and workflow solutions, allow for
the extraction of information from structured or unstructured documents, as well as complex and cursive
handwriting.
With this partnership, A2iA’s toolkits enable GDExpert’s document management platform the ability to process
up to 100% of the industry’s workflows. Since there are still large volumes of handwritten archives and
administrative documents within African organizations, this new partnership delivers a simple way for local
companies to accelerate their document imaging and digitalization of paper documents.
A2iA’s solutions
 a2ia TextReader™: full-text transcription from printed & cursive documents, without a dictionary.
 a2ia DocumentReader™: advanced classification & key-field extraction from structured & unstructured
documents.
 a2ia Mobility™: client-side and offline, this one toolkit allows for multiple workflows & document types
to be processed: mRDC, mBoarding, ID capture and more.
 a2ia mNote™: conversion of handwritten notes into digital documents offline, directly on smartphone or
tablet.
 a2ia FieldReader™: data extraction from handwritten or machine printed forms.
 a2ia CheckReader™: automatic data capture & image quality standards for checks & other payment
documents.
About A2iA
A2iA, Artificial Intelligence and Image Analysis (www.a2ia.com), is an award-winning developer of handwriting
recognition, text extraction and document classification software. With simple, easy to use and intuitive toolkits,
A2iA delivers add-on features that speed automation, simplify customer engagement and quickly capture all types
of data from documents – whether captured by a desktop scanner or mobile device. By enhancing solutions from
systems integrators and independent software vendors, A2iA allows complex and cursive data from all types of
documents to become part of a structured database, making it searchable and reportable, with the same level of
flexibility as printed or digital data. For more information, visit www.a2ia.com or call +1 917-237-0390 within
the Americas, or +33 1 44 42 00 80 within EMEA or Asia.
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About GDExpert
For over 10 years GDExpert has been specialized in Data Capture, Enterprise Content Management (ECM) and
Data Security for various organizations. As a Value Added Reseller (VAR), GDExpert provides content
management solutions (software and hardware) to large and private organizations based in North Africa and
French speaking Africa. GDExpert has become a major key player in Document Management in Francophone
Africa and is now the first OnBase integrator in Africa. The company helps African organizations in their digital
transition through its network of partners locally based and its two local agencies in Cameroon and Morocco.
GDExpert has over 80 references in ECM and 130 in Data Capture in Africa with major public and private
organizations (Oil Libya, Renault Algeria, Public Treasury of Togo, Cameroom Prime Minister Office, Total
Morocco, Maroc Telecom, Inspection Générale of Ivory Coast ...). GDExpert is a Numerial Group member
company.
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